We calculate the spectrum of quasiparticle excitations in the core of isolated pancake vortices in clean layered superconductors. We show that both the circular current around the vortex center as well as any transport current through the vortex core is carried by localized states bound to the core by Andreev scattering. Hence the physical properties of the core are governed in clean high-superconductors ͑e.g., the cuprate superconductors͒ by Andreev bound states, and not by normal electrons as it is the case for traditional ͑dirty͒ high-superconductors. ͓S0163-1829͑96͒00338-4͔
I. INTRODUCTION
We discuss specific aspects of the core of a vortex line in layered high-T c superconductors. The physics of these vortices is governed by two distinct length scales, the London penetration depth in the planes, ʈ Ϸ10 3 Å , and the coherence length in the planes, ʈ Ϸ10Ϫ20 Å. The penetration depth is the electromagnetic length scale of a vortex. The physics on this length scale is well described by a combination of macroscopic electromagnetism, London's theory for supercurrents along the layers, and interlayer Josephson coupling. This description breaks down in the core of the vortex, i.e., at distances of order ʈ from the center of the vortex. Thus, physical properties of the core carry information on the microscopic physics of high-T c superconductivity. The small coherence length of high-T c superconductors makes the vortex core a good potential sensor for microscopic mechanisms of superconductivity. Our discussion of the vortex core in high-T c superconductors is based on the Fermiliquid model of superconductivity. The physical properties of the vortex core predicted by this model are spectacular, unique, and could serve as fingerprints of the traditional pairing theory of superconductivity.
The vortex core of traditional high-superconductors is well described by the Bardeen-Stephen model 1 which represents the core by a region of normal electrons. The BardeenStephen model is justified as long as the mean free path, l , is much shorter than the core size, so that the motion of an electron gets randomized before it leaves the core. This condition is not fulfilled in high-T c superconductors which are generally clean superconductors with l Ͼ ʈ . The core of a vortex in a clean superconductor was first studied in the classic papers of Caroli, Matricon, and de Gennes. 2, 3 These authors calculated the spectrum of quasiparticle states in the core, and showed that electrons and holes form bound states at energies below the bulk energy gap. Further early studies of the excitation spectrum in the core can be found in Refs. 4 and 5. In particular, Bardeen et al. 4 estimated the bound-state contribution to the circulating current of a vortex and noted that the bound states were most important in weakly type-II superconductors (Ӎ1), i.e., when the current is confined to the core region, rՇ.
More recent theoretical work was stimulated by the direct observation of core states in NbSe 2 by scanning tunneling spectroscopy ͑STS͒. 6, 7 The recent report of STS in YBCO ͑Refs. 8 and 9͒ provides new information on the excitation spectrum of vortices in the high-T c cuprates. Consequently, theoretical efforts focused on the tunneling density of states of bound states in isolated vortices and vortex lattices. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] These calculations show that the bound states in the core have a different nature compared with the usual quantum mechanical bound states in a potential well. The core states are coherent superpositions of particle states and hole states and are formed by repeated Andreev scattering from the pair potential ͑order parameter͒ in the core. Andreev scattering is a process of ''retroreflection'' of excitations: spatial variations of the amplitude or the phase of the order parameter induce branch conversion of electronlike excitations into holelike excitations, and vice versa. Bound states occur at energies at which the phases of multiply reflected electronlike and holelike states interfere constructively. The charge current carried by an incoming electron and an outgoing Andreev reflected hole is identical because the reversal of the velocity in an Andreev reflection process is compensated by the reversal of the charge due to electron-hole conversion. Consequently, Andreev bound states can transport a charge current, unlike bound states in a potential well. Charge conservation requires that the current carried by the bound states inside the core is transported outside the core by bulk supercurrents. This leads to an interplay between supercurrents flowing past the core and the bound states in the core. Hence, the physics of the ''normal core'' in clean superconductors is basically the physics of the bound states in contact and intimate exchange with the superconducting environment outside the core.
Consider a stack of ''pancake'' vortices forming an isolated vortex line whose axis is oriented perpendicular to the layers. We investigate the current distribution in the core of a pancake vortex, and show how this distribution changes if the vortex is exposed to a bulk supercurrent, or the circula-tion is changed from 2 to 4. We calculate the spectral current density, which carries the information on the contribution of the states in a given energy interval to the total current density. A supercurrent in homogeneous superconductors is distributed over all continuum states. These states exhibit Doppler shifts of their energies, ␦⑀ϭv f •p s , in the presence of a phase gradient in the order parameter ͓or superfluid momentum, p s ϭ(ប/2)"Ϫ(e/c)A͔. The total current is obtained by adding the contributions of states with positive shifts from quasiparticles comoving with the flow and the contributions with negative shifts from quasiparticles that are countermoving relative to the flow field. We find that the currents in the core have a very different spectral distribution from bulk supercurrents. The continuum states ͑scat-tering states͒ show smeared out Doppler shifts, and contribute very little to the total current. The dominant contributions to the circulating currents around the vortex center, as well as the currents through the core, come from Andreev bound states. Hence, the physics of vortex cores in clean superconductors ( ʈ Ӷl ) is very different from the physics of the vortex core in a dirty superconductor (l Ӷ ʈ ), which is well described by a continuum of normal electronic states. The calculations presented in this paper concentrate on stationary properties of the vortex core of clean layered superconductors. We expect more spectacular effects in the dynamic properties. The bound states react sensitively to the environment outside of the core. This leads to a coupling of the collective degrees of freedom in the London range of the vortex and the bound states in the core, which will produce a rich spectrum of largely unexplored dynamical phenomena.
Below we present analytical and numerical calculations for the states in the vortex core. We use two versions of a quasiclassical formulation of the BCS theory of superconductivity: ͑a͒ Andreev's theory 17 which represents the quasiclassical limit of Bogolyubov's equations, 18 and ͑b͒ the quasiclassical theory of Eilenberger, 19 Larkin, and Ovchinnikov 20 which represents the quasiclassical limit of Gorkov's Green's function theory. Andreev's theory and the quasiclassical theory are essentially equivalent for clean superconductors, and in this limit the choice of approach is largely a matter of taste. However, the quasiclassical theory has a wider range of application. It is the generalization of Landau's Fermi-liquid theory to the superconducting state, and is capable of describing a broader range of superconducting materials and phenomena, such as dirty superconductors or superconductors with short inelastic lifetimes ͑strong-coupling superconductors͒. 21 Section II contains analytical results for the bound states and the spectral current density for a pancake vortex with a superimposed bulk supercurrent. These results are obtained from Andreev's Hamiltonian 17 by the methods described in Ref. 22 . In Sec. III we discuss the numerical results, which are obtained using the quasiclassical theory of Fermi-liquid superconductivity. We solve the quasiclassical transport equations to obtain self-consistently the pair amplitude ͑order parameter͒ for pancake vortices. Given the pair amplitude we calculate the excitation spectrum in the core of the vortex, and deduce from it the spectral current density. The numerical calculations are done for layered superconductors with s-wave pairing. The analytical and numerical results confirm and complement each other, and they establish the important role of the bound states for the currents in the core region of a vortex.
II. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the spectrum of current carrying states of a two-dimensional pancake vortex in equilibrium at temperature T, in the presence of an externally imposed supercurrent. We ignore the spin degree of freedom of a quasiparticle excitation; 23 in this case it is sufficient to work in the two-dimensional space of particle-hole degrees of freedom. Operators in this space are 2ϫ2 matrices, and we use the notation 1 , 2 , 3 , for the three Pauli matrices in particle-hole space ͑Nambu space͒, and l for the unit matrix. The Hamiltonian for the quasiparticle excitations, 24 the Bogolyubov Hamiltonian, then reads
͑1͒
where p ϭ( p x ,p y ) and rϭ(x ,ŷ ) are the momentum and position operators appropriate to a particle moving in two dimensions, p f ϵmv f is the Fermi momentum and A is the electromagnetic vector potential. The order parameter, ⌬ (r) is an off-diagonal matrix and is generally represented by a linear combination of 1 and 2 .
In the absence of an externally imposed supercurrent, we write the order parameter of the vortex as
where ⌬ 0 is the magnitude of the order parameter of a bulk superconductor at temperature T, F(r) is the normalized profile of the vortex, which is a monotonically increasing function of r obeying F(0)ϭ0, F(ϱ)ϭ1, and is the angular coordinate of r with xϭr cos, yϭr sin. The main assumption we make in this section is that the order parameter in the presence of a superflow p s ϭប/2 "Ϫe/cA has the form
We assume throughout this section that p s is small compared to the bulk critical current, v f p s Ӷ⌬ 0 . The principal physical quantities with which we shall concern ourselves are the spectral current density, and the total equilibrium current density which is related to j(r,⑀) by j͑r,T͒ϭ ͵ d⑀ j͑r,⑀͒f͑⑀͒, f͑⑀͒ϭ
We shall also make reference to the local density of states, N(r,⑀). The quantities j(r,⑀) and N(r,⑀) may be expressed in terms of the one-particle Green's function, 1/(⑀ϪĤ B ) or, equivalently, the ''spectral function'' ␦(⑀ϪĤ B ). Using the spectral function, we find that in Dirac notation
where the subscript 1,1 denotes the upper left element of the 2ϫ2 matrices, thereby selecting out the particle sector of the spectral function and the factor 2 takes into account both spin projections of the quasiparticles.
A. Andreev Hamiltonian
Most calculations of the properties of superconductors with inhomogeneous order parameters are simpler in the quasiclassical limit, where one takes advantage of the separation in the scales of the wavelength of quasiparticles near the Fermi energy and the characteristic scale for spatial variations of the pair potential, i.e., ប/p f Ӷ 0 . The quasiclassical limit of the Bogolyubov Hamiltonian ͑1͒ is the Andreev Hamiltonian in which the kinetic energy in Eq. ͑1͒ is replaced by an operator that is linear in the gradient. 17 Let us define the normal-state density of states at the Fermi level,
and introduce the directions, k ϭ(cos k ,sin k ) and lϭ(Ϫsin k ,cos k ), which are, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to trajectories of a quasiparticle wave packet in the quasiclassical description, i.e., v f ϭv f k . The coordinates along these directions are defined by rϭk ϩl. In addition we work in the limit /ӷ1, in which case the vector potential is approximately constant in the vicinity of the vortex core and can be neglected. The order parameter in Eq. ͑3͒ can be written as
By performing a gauge transformation that removes the factor of Û in Eq. ͑7͒ we obtain the spectral current density and the local density of states in terms of the Andreev Hamiltonian for an isolated vortex,
where ͉͘ is an eigenvector of the ''one-dimensional'' trajectory coordinate operator, : ͉͘ϭ͉͘. The operators and k •p ϭp appearing in Ĥ A are canonically conjugate: ͓ ,p ͔ϭiប. The quasiclassical interpretation given to Eq. ͑8͒ is as follows: quantum mechanical evolution in particle-hole space takes place along classical trajectories parallel to k having a fixed value of ϵlˆ•r. Thus, is identified as a c-number impact parameter.
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B. The current density of a vortex in a flow field
Let us write the current density at temperature T as
where ⌳ is a high energy cutoff that serves to make manipulations of j(r,T) well defined; large positive energies are automatically cut off by the Fermi function, f (⑀). Where no ambiguity arises, we shall take ⌳ϭϱ. Defining qϭv f p s , and using Eq. ͑8͒ we have
Next, we split up the energy integrals into the following terms:
The three contributions to the current have different interpretations.
͑1͒
Since ⌳ is large, ͉͗␦(Ϫ⌳ϪĤ A )͉͘ 1,1 may be replaced by its high energy, normal-state limit, 1/2v f and
This term coincides with the Tϭ0 current of a uniform superconductor. ͑2͒ The term j 2 (r,T) contributes to ''backflow,'' since it always yields a current with a component in the Ϫp s direction. 26 The term j 2 (r,T) contains the current carried by the bound states and also a correction to the Tϭ0 current due to the thermal breaking of pairs. To appreciate these points we look at this term in two limits, assuming qӶ⌬ 0 . ͑i͒ For Tϭ0 we have
The small size of q ensures that the energy integral only selects states in the gap, thus j 2 (r,0) only obtains contribu-tions from the bound states. ͑ii͒ For T 0 and assuming ⌬ 0 (r) to be that of a uniform system, ⌬ 0 (r)ϭ⌬ 0 1 , we write f (⑀ϩq-k )Ϫ f (⑀)Ϸq-k f Ј(⑀) and obtain
where Y (␤⌬ 0 ) is the Yosida function which gives a quantitative measure of the thermal breaking of Cooper pairs. ͑3͒ The term j 3 (r,T) is independent of p s and is simply the current density of a vortex in the absence of an externally imposed supercurrent.
C. Current carrying bound states at the center of the vortex
Consider the spectral properties at the center of the vortex. For ϭ0
with F(Ϫ )ϭϪF( ) accounting for the phase change across the vortex core. This special case of the Andreev Hamiltonian is identical in form to the continuum Hamiltonian used to describe trans-polyacetylene containing a single topological soliton. 27 It is known that this Hamiltonian always has a nondegenerate bound state at zero energy. 28 Whether or not it has other bound states depends on the form of the profile, F(). For the single quantum vortex and trajectories through the center there are no other bound states. The eigenfunction for the zero-energy bound state, 0 (), is found by solving ͓Ϫiv f ‫ץ‬ 3 ϩ⌬ 0 F() 1 
where L is a profile dependent quantity with the dimensions of length Lϳv f /⌬ 0 . Analytical estimates of the bound states at distances far from the vortex are given in the Appendix. For energies ͉⑀͉Ͻ⌬ 0 only the bound state of H A will contribute to the spectral current density ͑and the local density of states͒,
There is a simple relation between j(⑀,0) and N(⑀,0) Note that the contribution of negative energy ͑bound͒ states to the total current density lies in the Ϫp s direction, i.e., opposite to the externally imposed supercurrent. At zero temperature the total current density originates from the bound states having energies Ϫ⌬ 0 Ͻ⑀Ͻ0,
͑26͒
The current density of an isolated vortex with p s ϭ0 vanishes at the center of the vortex, i.e., j 3 (0,T)ϭ0. We can combine the result in Eq. ͑26͒ with j 1 given in Eq. ͑17͒ to obtain the total current density at Tϭ0:
Thus, for sufficiently small p s the bound-state contribution dominates Eq. ͑27͒ and j(rϭ0,Tϭ0) will point in the Ϫp s direction.
D. Particle conservation
For equilibrium conditions the divergence of the current density vanishes. From Eq. ͑17͒, j 1 has a vanishing divergence, and for an undisturbed vortex we have "•j 3 (r)ϭ0. Thus, S(r)ϭ"•j(r)ϵ"•j 2 (r). At Tϭ0,
In Eq. ͑A6͒ of the Appendix we show that
Since qӶ⌬ 0 , only the bound state, 0 (;), contributes to the ⑀ integral. Thus, 
which is nonzero, indicating that the ansatz of Eq. ͑3͒ is not physically correct for any value of p s . This failure to satisfy the conservation law is due to the lack of self-consistency of the order parameter in Eq. ͑3͒ in the presence of the flow field. In the absence of pinning, the vortex will move in response to a flow field, even one of arbitrarily small strength. The results in Sec. II implicitly assume a pinned vortex. Thus, there will be distortion of the vortex away from its cylindrically symmetric equilibrium form in Eq. ͑3͒. In the following section we show that the self-consistently determined vortex order parameter, which includes the deformation by the flow field, restores the conservation law.
III. QUASICLASSICAL RESULTS
A versatile and efficient method for calculating local spectral properties of superconductors is the quasiclassical theory of superconductivity. 19, 20, 29, 30 This theory is well adapted for a numerical approach to microscopic problems in superconductivity, such as the calculation of the structure and the excitation spectrum of vortex cores for superconductors with isotropic, anisotropic, or unconventional order parameters. The quasiclassical theory is the only theoretical formulation which can handle equally well clean and dirty superconductors, as well as more complicated geometries than that of an isolated vortex with cylindrical symmetry or a perfect vortex lattice. It can be interpreted as the generalization of Landau's theory of normal Fermi liquids to the superconducting state. The quasiclassical theory shares with Landau's theory the semiclassical description of the orbital degrees of freedom of quasiparticle excitations. On the other hand, the internal degrees of freedom, i.e., the spin and the particle-hole degrees of freedom, are described by quantum mechanics. Quantum mechanical coherence of particle and hole excitations is the basis of all superconducting effects such as persistent supercurrents, flux quantization, Josephson effects, and Andreev reflection. Here we use the quasiclassical theory for our investigations of the vortex core. Numerical work on vortices in superconductors using the quasiclassical theory started with a series of publications by Kramer, Pesch, and Watts-Tobin. 5 ,31,32 More recent work includes pinning of vortices at small defects, 33 vortices in superfluid 3 He and other systems with unconventional pairing, 34, 35 the excitation spectrum of bound quasiparticles, 12, 36 and the spectrum of moving pancake vortices. 37 We use in this work the notation of Refs. 38, 39 and 21. The central objects of the quasiclassical theory of superconductors in equilibrium are the quasiclassical propagators ĝ R,A (p f ,r;⑀), which are 2ϫ2 matrices in the particle-hole index,
The variables ⑀ and p f stand for the energy of an excitation and its momentum ͑on the Fermi surface͒. The momentum variable reduces to p f ϭ p f (cos k ,sin k ) for an isotropic Fermi surface in two dimensions ͑see Sec. II͒. General symmetries lead to the following fundamental relation between ĝ R and ĝ A :
We use, as described in Section II, the notation 1 , 2 , 3 , for the three Pauli matrices in particle-hole space, and 1 for the unit matrix. The off-diagonal terms f R,A in Eq. ͑35͒ are the pair amplitudes. They vanish in the normal state, and measure the amount of particle-hole mixing in the superconducting state. The diagonal elements of the propagators determine the density of states,
and the equilibrium current density. The most detailed information on the current distribution is obtained from the spectral current density,
where N Ϯ (p f ,r;⑀)ϭN(Ϯp f ,r;⑀)/N f is the dimensionless density of states for comoving (ϩ) and countermoving (Ϫ) excitations along the trajectory line defined by p f , and v f is the Fermi velocity at the point p f on the Fermi surface. This spectral density measures the contributions of quasiparticle states with energy ⑀ and momentum near the Fermi surface point p f to the current density at position r. The full current density is obtained by weighting the spectrally resolved current density by the occupation probability of the quasiparticle states, then integrating over Fermi momenta and energies. For equilibrium states,
where f (⑀) is the Fermi distribution function. The symbol ͐dp f denotes a weighted integral over the Fermi surface. The weight at p f is ϰ͉v f ͉ Ϫ1 , and the integral is normalized, ͐dp f 1ϭ1. The spectral current density is particularly well suited for our study of the importance of Andreev bound states for the current flow in a vortex core. These bound states appear as ␦ functions in the spectral current density at energies below the bulk energy gap. The spectral weight of the ␦ function, combined with the occupation of the bound state, determine its contribution to the total current density.
We calculate ĝ R (p f ,r;⑀) from Eilenberger's transport equation 19 ͫͩ ⑀ϩ
supplemented by the condition of analyticity in the upper half of the complex ⑀ plane, and the normalization condition
For a fixed Fermi momentum p f this is a first-order differential equation along a straight-line classical trajectory in the direction of the Fermi velocity v f . The propagator ĝ R (p f ,r;⑀) at a chosen point of interest, r, is determined by the solution of Eq. ͑40͒ along the trajectory through r in the direction v f . Complete information on the local physical properties at point r, such as the current density, is obtained by sampling all trajectories through r. The propagator ĝ R (p f ,r;⑀) is intimately related to the 2ϫ2 density matrix of the particle-hole degrees of freedom of a quasiparticle moving along the classical trajectory specified by p f , r. Thus, ĝ R (p f ,r;⑀) describes the state of the internal degrees of freedom of the excitation. The internal state, i.e., the amount of particle-hole mixing, may change along the trajectory as a consequence of the off-diagonal pair potential, ⌬ (p f ,r), which acts as a driving term that ''rotates'' the particle-hole pseudospin. The pair potential couples particle and hole excitations, and is the origin of particle-hole coherence. It depends on the real space position, r, and, for anisotropic superconductors, on the Fermi surface position, p f ,
The pair potential must be calculated self-consistently from the gap equation,
where V(p f ,p f Ј) is the pairing interaction, which determines the orbital symmetry of the pair potential, its magnitude and T c . Our procedure for numerical calculation of the currents in the core of two-dimensional ͑2D͒ pancake vortices is the following. We first solve self-consistently the gap equation and Eilenberger's equation at Matsubara energies. This allows us to determine the pair potential and the supercurrent density. We then insert the pair potential into Eilenberger's differential equation at real energies, and obtain from its solution the excitation spectrum: the density of states and the spectral current density. The differential equations are solved by standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta and multiple shooting methods, and self-consistency is achieved iteratively by using alternatively a relaxation method and the Möbius-Eschrig algorithm. 40 We consider three examples of pancake vortices: isolated, ͑i͒ singly quantized and ͑ii͒ doubly quantized s-wave vortices, and ͑iii͒ a pinned s-wave vortex in the presence of a uniform transport supercurrent. We choose a temperature of Tϭ0.4T c , unless otherwise noted, and assume ϭ/ӷ1. In this limit the vector potential is essentially constant in the core region, and can be neglected.
A. Spectral current density of a singly quantized
s-wave vortex Figure 1 shows the amplitude of the order parameter of a singly quantized s-wave vortex. The amplitude is isotropic and vanishes linearly in the core. The variation of the amplitude and phase along two trajectories are also shown in Fig.  1 . For trajectory a passing through the center of the vortex, the phase changes discontinuously and the amplitude vanishes linearly at the vortex center. For trajectory b, with impact parameter ϭ3.0 0 , there is only a small change in the amplitude of ⌬. For singly quantized vortices the phase of the order parameter is the more important factor determining the spectrum of bound states. Figure 2 shows the angle-resolved local density of states for the two trajectories shown in Fig. 1 . For trajectory ͑a͒ through the center of the vortex, the spectrum shows a zeroenergy bound state separated from the continuum that begins at the bulk gap. The bound state results from constructive interference of particlelike and holelike quasiparticles that undergo Andreev reflections from the vortex order parameter. This bound state corresponds to the zero angular momentum bound state found by Caroli, de Gennes, and Matricon.
2,3 A zero-energy bound state is always present for trajectories in which the order parameter is real ͑up to a constant phase factor͒ and has different signs when going to Ϯϱ along the trajectory. 28 Bound states with nonzero energies are found for trajectories with a nonzero impact parameter measured from the vortex center. These bound states correspond to the spectrum of bound states with nonzero angular momenta obtained by Caroli et al.
2 Figure 2͑b͒ shows the spectrum for a trajectory with an impact parameter of ϭ4.2 0 and v f •p s (r)у0 measured at the point of closest approach to the vortex center. The bound state is shifted down in energy to ⑀/2T c ӍϪ0.22, and the continuum states are shifted and inhomogeneously broadened by the Doppler energy, ⌬⑀ϭv f •p s (r). The spectrum near the onset at point 1 in Fig.  2͑b͒ has low weight and corresponds to the continuum edge at ⑀ϭ⌬ far from the impact point, while the peak in the spectrum at point 2 corresponds to the maximum Doppler shift, ⑀ϭ⌬ϩv f •p s (R) at the impact point R. Note the development of the BCS coherence peak as the density of states is sampled further from the vortex center.
The density of states of s-wave vortices has been investigated by several authors. 31, 12, 15 Our emphasis is on the importance of the Andreev bound states for the current distribution in the vortex core. We show in Fig. 2͑c͒ the spectral current density for the trajectory with ϭ4.2 0 and v f •p s (r)у0. The net current carried by the states at the point Ϯp f on the Fermi surface is obtained by weighting this spectrum by the equilibrium distribution and integrating over all energies. Thus, for T→0 only the negative energy states contribute. It is clear from Fig. 2͑c͒ that the current in the vicinity of the vortex core is carried almost entirely by the bound states with Ϫ͉⌬͉Ͻ⑀Ͻ0. The continuum states give almost no net contribution to the current in the core. Figure  2͑d͒ shows the spectral current density of the set of bound states with trajectories v f ϭϮv f ŷ as a function of the impact parameter for 0рр6 0 . The peak at ⑀/2T c ӍϪ0.027 corresponds to the trajectory with impact parameter ϭ0.2 0 . The bound-state energy decreases with increasing distance from the core. For small we obtain, ⑀ 0 ()ӍϪ2(/ 0 )⌬, in reasonable agreement with the analytic estimate in Eq. ͑33͒. As indicated in Fig. 2͑d͒ the contribution of the bound state to the current density decreases as the impact parameter increases. However, even at a relatively large distance, ϭ6 0 , the bound state still contributes significantly to the circulating current density of the vortex.
The evolution of the bound-state energy for small impact parameters can be written in terms of the angular momentum of an excitation about the vortex center, L z ϭp f ; i.e., ⑀ 0 ()ϭϪL z 0 , where ប 0 ϭ2ប⌬/p f 0 Ӷ⌬. This spectrum was originally obtained by Caroli et al. 2 by solving the Bogolyubov equations. In the Bogolyubov or Gor'kov formulation the spectrum is discrete: L z ϭ(mϩ 1 2 )ប with mϭ integer and ប 0 defining the level spacing of the lowlying bound states in the core. The lowest energy bound state in the core has a zero-point energy of ⑀ 0 ϭ 1 2 ប 0 Ӎ⌬ 2 /E f Ӷ⌬ which is outside the resolution of the quasiclassical or the Andreev theory. The discrete spectrum of the Bogolyubov theory corresponds to the continuous Andreev spectrum in the limit where the level spacing is small compared to all other relevant energy scales, i.e., ប 0 Ӷk B T,ប/, etc. This is generally an excellent approximation in conventional type-II superconductors. For the high-T c cuprates the discrete level structure is expected to play a more important role, particularly in the transverse response of vortices in the ultraclean limit, i.e., 0 ӷ1/, where is the mean scattering time.
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B. Spectrum of a doubly quantized s-wave vortex
It is interesting to compare the single-quantum vortex with the axially symmetric, 4 vortex, ⌬(r) ϭ͉⌬(r)͉exp2i. The double quantum vortex has higher energy than a pair of isolated single-quantum vortices; however, once created the double-quantum vortex is metastable against dissociation into singly quantized vortices. The amplitude of the order parameter for the double-quantum vortex decreases as ͉⌬(r)͉ϳr 2 for rϽ 0 as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . In contrast to the 2 vortex there is no sign change of the order parameter for trajectories passing through the center of the vortex core. This difference has a profound effect on the spectrum of Andreev bound states in the core. Figure 3͑b͒ shows the excitation spectrum of the doubly quantized vortex at the center of a trajectory passing through the center of the vortex core. A symmetric spectrum of two bound states at ⑀ Ϯ /2T c ϭϮ0.18 are separated from the continuum. Figure 3 also shows the current density of the doubly quantized vortex. The remarkable feature is the reversal of the current direction in the core, i.e., for rՇ2 0 ͓see Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͔͒. This current anomaly is associated with the appearance of a countermoving Andreev bound state below the Fermi level (⑀ϭ0). The evolution of the spectral current density is shown in Fig. 4 . The trajectories are parallel to ŷ and the spectral current density is shown as a function of the impact parameter. At distances greater than xӍ2 0 two bound states lie below zero energy, and both states are comoving with the circulating phase gradient, p s . As the vortex core is approached the comoving bound state nearest the Fermi level moves to higher energy, and a countermoving bound state above the Fermi level ͑not shown͒ moves to lower energy. These two states cross the Fermi energy (⑀ϭ0) at approximately xϭ2 0 , leading to a reversal of the integrated current density inside the core. The cumulative current density for each trajectory is shown as the thick solid line in each panel of Fig. 4 .
C. Spectrum of a pinned s-wave vortex in a transport current
Finally, consider the current and excitation spectrum of a 2 vortex in the presence of a uniform supercurrent j tr ϭ j tr x. In the absence of pinning the vortex will move in the direction (Ϫŷ) in order to reduce the kinetic energy. Thus, in order to investigate the excitation spectrum in the presence of a transport current we must pin the vortex to the lattice. Our model for the pinning center is a normal metal inclusion where the pairing interaction ͑or the local T c ) vanishes. Figure 5͑a͒ shows the order parameter of a pinned vortex for an s-wave superconductor and a pinning center with a radius of 0.4 0 . In the presence of a transport current the amplitude of the order parameter deforms; it is suppressed on the high current side of the vortex as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . For relatively small transport currents, e.g., p s ϭ0.02 0 Ϫ1 (1,0), the center for the phase winding lies within the normal inclusion. However, as shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ , the vortex current no longer vanishes at the center of the vortex core; there is substantial current through the vortex core region, including the normal inclusion. The current density inside the normal inclusion is carried by the Andreev bound states and is a consequence of the proximity effect. The bound-state spectrum at the center of the vortex is shown for a trajectory parallel to the transport current and passing through the vortex center. The negative energy bound state carries the transport current inside the normal inclusion. Figure 5͑d͒ shows the spectral current density measured at the center of the normal inclusion for the trajectories with v f ʈp s . Note that the bound state dominates the current and that this current is opposite to the applied transport current. This result was also obtained in Sec. II, without taking into account the distortion of the vortex core order parameter. This led to a violation of charge conservation in the core. Our numerical calculation shows that the main features of the analytic model for the bound-state spectrum and the self-consistent determination of the order parameter for the pinned vortex in the presence of a transport current guarantees that charge is conserved.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the current carried by the excitations of s-wave vortices in clean layered superconductors. The spectral current density was introduced in order to identify the excitations that determine the transport and circulating currents of a vortex. The bound states of the vortex carry most of the current in the vicinity of the core, including transport currents that flow through the core of a pinned vortex. Far from the vortex core currents are carried primarily by the bound-pair continuum that forms the condensate. For currents flowing through a pinned vortex, current conservation is maintained by ''spectral transfer'' of the current carried by the Andreev bound states to the continuum states outside the core. A novel example of the evolution of the spectral current density is provided by the double quantum vortex which shows the connection between the spectrum of bound states and the symmetry or topology of the order parameter. At low temperatures (Tϭ0.4T c ) the double quantum vortex exhibits a ''current reversal'' relative to the asymptotic direction of the circulation. The countercirculating current in the core is due to a countermoving bound state that appears below the Fermi level and dominates the current for distances of order 0ϽrՇ2 0 . At high temperatures, T→T c , this countermoving bound state is thermally depopulated with the result that the current reversal in the core disappears in the Ginzburg-Landau limit. In summary, we find that the Andreev bound states dominate the current of vortices on the scale of a few coherence lengths. The nonequilibrium properties of vortices on this scale are expected to be dominated by the spectral evolution and dynamics of these bound states. inclusion. ͑b͒ Current density of the pinned vortex for a trajectory passing through the center of the core. ͑c͒ The bound-state spectrum at the center of the core of the pinned vortex in a uniform flow field. The two nearly zero-energy bound states correspond to comoving and countermoving trajectories. ͑d͒ The spectral current density for a trajectory through the core. The negative energy countermoving bound state carries the backflow current in the core. The thick line is the cumulative spectral weight for the current density. Note the scale changes for the two panels.
The parameter appearing in the above equation has the semiclassical interpretation as a c-number impact parameter. In this appendix we present approximations to the above equation for large values of the impact parameter, .
For ͉͉ӷ 0 we are justified to replace F(ͱ 2 ϩ 2 ) by its asymptotic value of unity. Furthermore, making the somewhat crude approximation
